
{p7} ARTifact :: storyLINE

Challenge:
Based on your written & revised storyLINE, create a work of art that 
interacts with the wall that emphasizes line. This work should be 
conceptually driven, based on a sensory experience, memory, expression or 
tone from your story. 

Parameters: 
Interacts with the wall. 
Emphasizes expressive use of line based on sensory, emotion or tone from 
your story. 
Piece can NOT be a literal translation of your story or story element-it must 
be an abstraction from your story, metaphorical or symbolic in nature.
Choose color usage thoughtfully-the color{s} should support + strengthen 
the overall concept. 
Should exhibit a strong purposeful use of tension {compositionally} that supports 
concept through positive and negative space, contrast, repetition, rhythm, proximity, 
continuance {motion}, nature of mark/line and both material + surface choices.

Objectives: 
Conceptual + expressive use of line. 
Translate story into an abstracted artifact {surface/object} 
Convert mark/line into meaning
Create a work of art that interacts with the wall

Material Options: 
Charcoal, pencil, ink, coffee, tea, white out, paint, gesso, colored pencils, 
paper, collage, bleach, pop up elements, cardboard, wood, masonite, 
thread, wire. Any found objects should be used metaphorically. 
Other materials maybe used, but must be approved in advance by your 
WASH professor.   

Timeline: 
Group Critique:_______.

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History}

surface       
S T U D I O
artifact |ˈärtəәfakt|
noun
1 an object made by a human being, 
typically an item of  cultural or historical 
interest: gold and silver artifacts.
2 something observed in a scientific 
investigation or experiment that is not 
naturally present but occurs as a result 
of  the preparative or investigative 
procedure: widespread tissue infection may be 
a technical artifact.

expressive |ikˈspresiv|
adjective
effectively conveying thought or feeling.
• [ predic. ] (expressive of) conveying 
(the specified quality or idea): the spires 
are expressive of  religious aspiration.

Additional Artists of  Interest:
Agnes Martin
Arshille Gorky
Antoni Tapies
Brice Marden
Cy Twombly
Edvard Munch
Frank Stells
Howard Sherman
Jackson Pollock
Jasper Johns
Jill Moser
Joan Mitchell
John Adelman
Piet Mondrian
Robert Ryman
Sol LeWitt
William DeKooning
William Kentridge

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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